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EMBEDDED HYPERSPHERES
WITH PRESCRIBED MEAN CURVATURE

ANDREJS E. TREIBERGS & S. WALTER WEI

In [10] Yau raises the nonlinear global problem: is there an embedding

Y: Sn -» R w + ! of the ^-dimensional sphere into Euclidean (n + l)-space, whose

mean curvature is a preassigned sufficiently smooth function H defined on

R n + 1 ? A theorem of Bakelman and Kan tor [4] asserts the existence of such

hypersurfaces assuming only natural conditions that H decay faster than the

mean curvature of concentric spheres. It is the purpose of this paper to give a

new simple geometric treatment of the required a priori estimates and a

complete presentation of the existence and uniqueness proof of this result.

A condition that a function H decays in a domain ί/CR"+ 1-{0} from an

arbitrary point, say zero, faster than \X\~\ where | X\ is the Euclidean length of

X, is given by

0<H G C\Ό),

(I) R
V ' ^-pH(pX) < 0, for all pX G U.

dp

Theorem, (a) Suppose that the function H satisfies condition (I) in the annular

region U = {X G Rw + 1 : rλ < | X\< r2} where 0<rl<\^r2and that

H(x)>\X\~ι for\X\=rl9

H{X)<\X\-χ for\X\=r2.

Then for some 0 < a < 1 there exists an embedded hyper sphere Y G C2a(Sn)

with mean curvature ^Y — H{Y) which is a radial graph over the unit sphere

such that r] < | Y\< r2.

(b) Let Y be a sphere about zero with tyίlY = H(Y). If there is a second

embedded C2 hypersurface Z about zero that satisfies 91LZ — H(Z\ and the

function H satisfies condition (1) in the domain between Y and Z, then the

hypersurfaces are homothetic, i.e.,

Z = (1 + to)Y, for some t0 > - 1 ,
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